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Can employees reclaim any expenses?
On Monday 16 March 2020, Prime Minister Boris Johnson told
the public to work from home where possible in an attempt to
contain the ongoing coronavirus outbreak in the UK.
For more than 1.7 million people it was business as usual, as
they already worked from home for their main job, according
XSXLI3ƾGIJSV2EXMSREP7XEXMWXMGWƅQSWXVIGIRX0EFSYV*SVGI
7YVZI]TYFPMWLIHMR1EVGL
But for the remaining 30m employees in the UK, lockdown has
represented quite the cultural shift. While some have been
furloughed for at least three weeks, others have lost their jobs
or have childcare commitments, making it nigh on impossible to
work from home during the pandemic.
Those who are able to work from home have probably enjoyed
the joy of ditching the daily commute, experienced the
increasingly blurred lines between work and home life, and the
potential lows of isolation.
1SWXSƾGIFEWIH[SVOIVW[MPPWIIXLIMVLSYWILSPHFMPPWMRGVIEWI
EWEVIWYPXSJFIMRKSRXLIGSQTYXIVJSVEXPIEWXWIZIRERHELEPJ
hours a day, while broadband bills could soar, too.
;LMPIXLIWIPJIQTPS]IHLEZIPSRKFIIRYWIHXSHIHYGXMRK
certain expenses incurred through working at home from their
turnover, the same is not true for employees.
The rules regarding what they can claim are much stricter,
although they do have some statutory rights.

HOMEWORKING RULES
Under normal circumstances, regularly working from home
usually has to be formally approved by your employer and
written into your employment contract.
-JXLMWMWXLIGEWIWTIGMƼGVYPIWGERTVSZMHIXE\VIPMIJJSV
additional expenses you incur while working at home.
This can include reimbursement by your employer for additional
LSYWILSPHI\TIRWIWTVSZMHMRKSƾGIIUYMTQIRXƁWYGLEW
GSQTYXIVWJSVTVMZEXIYWIƁERHXVEZIPGSWXWJSVEXXIRHERGI
Usually, where working at home is sporadic or optional, HMRC
does not allow for tax relief to cover any expenses, and the test
SJTVSZMRK]SYVLSQIMWE[SVOTPEGIMWRSVQEPP]HMƾGYPXXSQIIX
However, due to Government restrictions on who can travel to
work, it seems likely that HMRC will accept working from home
is not optional for most employees and more will qualify. The
6IZIRYILS[IZIVLEWRSXKMZIRER]SƾGMEPMRHMGEXMSRSRXLMW
7LSYPH]SYVIQTPS]IV[MWLXSVIMQFYVWI]SYJSV]SYV
homeworking expenses, there are two ways of doing it.
If, however, your employer is unable to reimburse you via either
of these routes, you can claim tax relief using either method
XLVSYKLWIPJEWWIWWQIRXSVF]GSQTPIXMRKE4SRPMRI
You cannot claim for anything that is used for both business and
private use, and the expense must be solely incurred for work.

HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES
*SPPS[MRKXLI+SZIVRQIRXƅWHIGMWMSRPEWXQSRXLXSI\XIRH
lockdown measures by a further three weeks, most people will
be working from home at least until 7 May 2020.
For all bar the key workers, that will mean around seven weeks
of homeworking before the next review into relaxing the
lockdown is due.
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Your employer may be able to reimburse you for additional
household expenses incurred during that time. This can include,
for example:

•
•
•
•
•

heating and lighting costs
additional gas or electricity
metered water use
telephone calls
internet access.

-RGYVVIHGSWXWQYWXVIPEXIWTIGMƼGEPP]XSEVSSQFIMRKYWIHXS
[SVO[MXLMR]SYVLSQIWYGLEWERSƾGISVWXYH]ERHXLI]QYWX
be additional costs.
*M\IHGSWXWƁQSVXKEKIMRXIVIWXVIRXGSYRGMPXE\[EXIVVEXIWƁ
whether you work at home or not, are not eligible for the relief.
7MQMPEVP]WTIRHMRKSRSƾGIIUYMTQIRXSVJYVRMXYVIMWEPWS
excluded from being reimbursed without you paying a tax and
national insurance charge.
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7SQILS[IZIV[MPPLEZIXLIGETEGMX]XSWYTTSVXZEPYIH
employees who are really up against it.
-XƅWTSWWMFPIJSVERIQTPS]IVXSTVSZMHIEXE\JVIIWEPEV]EHZERGI
or loan of up to £10,000 throughout the whole tax year.
3RXLISXLIVLERHMJ]SYRIIHXSKSMRXSWIPJMWSPEXMSRFYXGERƅX
do so at home and your employer temporarily puts you up in a
hotel, you would be liable to tax.

REPORTING BENEFITS TO HMRC
Where expenses reimbursed to employees, or paid by employers
on behalf of employees, are directly related to the unusual
working arrangements necessary to cope with the coronavirus
outbreak but not covered by the exemptions, these will need
reporting through the payroll or on form P11D.
For example, if your employer reimburses the cost of buying
SƾGIIUYMTQIRXXSYWIMR]SYVLSQIMX[MPPRIIHXSFIVITSVXIH
to HMRC via the above routes.

,S[IZIVXLIWIGERFITVSZMHIHF]]SYVIQTPS]IVHMVIGXP]Ɓ
[MXLSYXXE\MQTPMGEXMSRWƁTVSZMHIHXLIWSPITYVTSWISJXLI
equipment is to enable you to perform your work and private use
MWMRWMKRMƼGERX

However, if your employer has provided these items directly to
you to enable you to perform your duties at home, as long as any
TVMZEXIYWIMWMRWMKRMƼGERXXLMWHSIWRƅXRIIHXSFIVITSVXIH

WEEKLY TAX LIMITS

%FIIVJVMHKISVTMRKTSRKXEFPIPMOIXLISRIFEGOMRXLISƾGI
SFZMSYWP]GSYPHRƅXFIGPEMQIHMRIMXLIVWGIREVMS

HMRC does not expect you to calculate the precise amount of
allowable additional costs you have incurred while working at
home during the coronavirus crisis, or at any other time.
The Revenue will accept reimbursements of up to £6 a week
(from 6 April 2020, prior to this date £4 a week), or £26 a month
eFIJSVI%TVMP MJ]SYEVITEMHQSRXLP][MXLSYXXLI
need for supporting paperwork. You are not required to justify
XLEXƼKYVIJSVIEGL[IIO]SY[SVOJVSQLSQI
If you are reimbursed more than £6 a week or £26 a month you
[MPPFII\TIGXIHXSOIITVIGSVHWERHXSWLS[LS[]SYVƼKYVI
has been calculated. Failure to do so will result in tax and
national insurance on the extra amount.
*SVI\EQTPIMX[SYPHFIHMƾGYPXXSTVSZIMJ]SYEVIQEOMRKERH
receiving a lot of calls on your personal mobile phone as most
packages include free phone calls.
However, if you have to pay more to increase your mobile data
allowance or you exceed it and are penalised, you could easily
demonstrate that to HMRC if it exceeds £6 a week or £26 a
month in 2020/21.

HARDSHIP AND ACCOMMODATION
Many employers are tightening their belts in the current climate,
reducing staff hours and salaries where possible.

COULD IT SPARK A PERMANENT SHIFT?
With businesses forced to embrace remote working and staff
becoming increasingly used to homeworking, the coronavirus
crisis could permanently shift working patterns in the UK.
Firms, such as Zoom, have grabbed the opportunity to thrust
video communication platforms into the limelight, while Google
and Microsoft are offering free access to some premium tools.
1ER]IQTPS]IIWSJƼVQW[LSXSPHXLIQXS[SVOJVSQLSQIEVI
TVSFEFP]WXEVXMRKXSUYIWXMSR[L]XLI]LEHXSKSMRXSXLISƾGI
MRXLIƼVWXTPEGIIWTIGMEPP][MXLXLIXIGLRSPSK]EPVIEH]MRTPEGI
There are advantages for businesses, too, assuming employees
have proven you can trust them to work without direct
WYTIVZMWMSRHYVMRKXLI'3:-(GVMWMW
For example, as an employer, do you really need to be tied into a
PIRKXL]GSRXVEGXXSSGGYT]ERI\TIRWMZIFVMGOWERHQSVXEVSƾGI
space when the lockdown restrictions are eventually lifted?
At the very least, if only a portion of your workforce is on site on
ER]KMZIRHE]]SYQE]FIEFPIXSHS[RWM^IMRXSEWQEPPIVSƾGI
saving on rent and operating costs.
" Speak to us about coronavirus-related support.

